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Dear Christites,
“When it rains, look for rain bow, when it is dark look for
stars.”- Oscar Wilde
A few years ago my neighbour roommate called me past
midnight and asked to join him for “a marvellous sight”. He
informed me that the cactus he had cared for past few years finally
bloomed just now – 'the Night blooming cactus'. I joined him for the spectacular
sight and the exotic scent of that pink flower still reverberates in my memory.
It led me to the realization that some flowers bloom in the dark. It hit me that
some people need the dark to bloom. Often times it has been our personal experience
too. The trials, the suffering and loss, and life upheavals often help us to experience
growth and transformation. The adversities in life help some people to be seasoned
best.
There are a lot of people like Abraham Lincoln, Helen Keller, Nelson
Mandela, APJ Abdul Kalam etc., who bloomed out in the dark. We may call it
“Night Bloomers” . They do just as their name says -bloom in the darkness of
adversity. They allowed the force that collapsed something in their lives to be the
very energy that caused them to become a better version of themselves. When you
bloom in the dark, you become more than you were before, allowing the adversity to
propel you forward in life.
To bloom in the dark we need a vision of our own transformation, a vision of
what is possible in our life, and a clear idea of how we want to harness the adversity
we are experiencing. We need to get and stay connected to others, especially during
difficult times. Blooming in dark requires a lot of courage. Courage to face the
situation with new hope and ability to cope up with the given situation, to become
more than we were, to expand.
We all have experienced that though the Pandemic affected our normal way
of life and activities to a great extent, it gave us a variety of opportunities that would
not have been achieved in normal situation. Newer and newer avenues have been
opened to bloom in the dark. The situation gives us new lesson and courage to face
more challenges than ever , helping us going beyond resilience and instead choose
to bloom in the dark.
With new perspective and practical strategies, we will find the darkness every challenge that may come across in our life - to be a surprisingly fertile and
transformative place. Remember that “There is not enough darkness in the entire
world to put out the light of even one small candle”. Let's be that candle.
Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI
Principal

Theme : Bloom in Darkness

Vice Principal’s Message
“He who knows the darkness shall learn to live in the light”
We all begin in the dark. A tiny seed of life potential embroidered into the body of a mother in total
darkness. Somehow, remaining in this utter darkness for a period of time is a very important element
in becoming what we are created to be.
Christ compares the children of God to a good seed planted into mother earth. In our spiritual journey, we
are like a seed with great potential, planted underground. If we have to become who we are created to be, that
image of ourselves that God has imprinted upon our very souls, we have to learn how to see our way forward in the
dark.
In the darkness, we learn to depend on something we cannot see with our physical eyes, the Spirit. Spirit
becomes the light we move towards, what we yearn for, need and require in order to grow.
We all experience times in our lives when there seems to be no guiding light whatsoever. St. John of the Cross
called this period of spiritual trials, the “dark night of the soul.” It is the time between a major life disruption, a time
of darkness, and the place where we have not yet reached a spiritual stabilization or awakening.
Christ teaches us to a pathway that enables us to become real, authentic, and grow into what we are created
to be. To find a higher strength and power that enables us to flourish, even and especially in a dark and darkening
world. He tells us that the children of God are meant to shine like the sun, but only after we learn how to bloom in
the darkness.
The faith journey is about learning to see in the dark and sharing the hope we find there with others. We
bring jewels out of the caves of our dark times and share them with the world. We help others find the way in the
darkness.
So have faith in your dark times, embrace them, walk through them, know that God is doing something
very special in you and will bring you through it to the other side, a place of joy, sweetness and growth. Sometimes
we have to sit in the darkness until we learn how to see the light.
Fr. Martin Onnasseril CMI
Vice Principal

Administrator’s Message
The Theme for our reflection contains in itself a positive and a negative reality: the positive reality is
new life and the negative reality is the darkness on whose backdrop is this new life portrayed. In fact,
this is a true experience of human life. We often encounter realities in their pairs of opposite. It is our
experience that our joys are most often under the shade of pain, our success carries the scars of our
failed attempts, the valleys get the shadow of their own mountains, and life is so much interwoven with death. It is
under the background of darkness that new life has its immense meaning and relevance.
As intelligent human beings, being perfectly aware of such facts as we have seen above, we need to be
robust and resilient. We should not be frightened by darkness nor be overcome by it, but bring light to chase and
overpower darkness. The time-tested saying will bear witness to our resilience and positive attitude, “It is better to
light a candle than curse the darkness”. Let us bloom where we are planted, no matter whether this is in the thick
darkness nor in the beauty of light.
Fr. Reji Koodapattu CMI
Finance Administrator
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Editorial
“You need to be buried deep in the dirt before you can find your bloom.” – Roz Inga
Every one of us love the light and hate the darkness. We also pray “lead us from darkness to
light”. But many a time, we forget the fact that darkness is just the absence of light. The normal
tendency in life is to curse the darkness and wait for the light to arrive. But there are a few who walk
that extra mile to kindle a light and bloom in the darkness. The darkness is just the struggles of our everyday life
that make us stronger, better and contented in life. The unexpected and unprecedented Covid – 19 filled our lives
with a series of D days. Everywhere distress, difficulties, despair and doom. Despair filed news engulfed not only
our vicinity but reduced the very globe into a tiny speck in front of a minute virus, the novel corona virus. And it
marked a time of decadence in human history and overshadowed our lives by dividing, separating and isolating.
We were all terrified and cocooned ourselves into our own comfort zones and it continued to chase us wherever we
hid. Finally we came to the awareness that human history is a saga of struggle, resilience and bouncing back.
Today we are able to withstand against it, we could change our perception seeing it as a mere struggle and
stumbling block to a stepping stone. We hear stories of human endeavor and victory over this darkness from every
nook and corner. There is an ocean before us but it is our perception that makes it an ocean of opportunity or a sea of
sorrow. It is up to us whether to be frightened about it or to plunge into it and find fine pearls. All of the greatest
people in the world, have faced their own version of struggle. It is exactly the ability to embrace struggle and push
through it, sets apart world class performers, from the rest. There is a world of opportunities and we are all
endowed with a bundle of talents. The struggles and difficulties of life can be either considered as dirt and bane and
turn into gloom or well-thought-about as a boon and bloom in it!
Mr. Babu Joseph

From The Counselor’s Desk
Darkness is a metaphor used to describe the world in its crisis due to the pandemic that effected
economy, business, educational systems of the world and above all the physical and mental health of
the humanity. During such times of crisis and darkness, blooming or having a vision to bloom is a hard
reality but not an impossible one. Usually, the pain, agony and suffering that enters into our lives is
beyond our control and situation, however, by the very fact of we being humans have the capacity to turn every
adversity to possibility and to grow beyond human suffering and misery. This is what we call a positive vision for
growth through adversity “BLOOMING IN THE DARKNESS”. Creating a vision to bloom in the darkness is a
great inspiration which reminds us of what and who we have to become. However, before we bloom we need a
vision of our own transformation, a vision of transforming from a moth in the cocoon to a butter fly in the sky, and a
clear idea of how we wish to become of what we want to be in life. And thereby, setting an action with practical
tools to achieve our vision into reality is what counts more and makes us really renewed human beings in the
adversities “Bloomers in the darkness”.
Mr. Balaswamy Gali

Teachers’ Corner
“Education is the movement from darkness to light”. – Allan Bloom
There is a light at the end of every tunnel. This is true in any given situation. No matter what
we are going through, there is hope for the future. It might be very difficult for us to believe this now
but, be assured that you will surely feel blessed when you look back. The pandemic has definitely
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changed many things and made life very different for us. But, it has brought a lot of newness into our lives. Our
interactions and the way of life has changed. We have become more aware of how important being hygienic with
oneself and with others in the family and in the society. We have learnt to appreciate the little things and have
understood the value of life. It doesn't matter where you were or who you were in the past, all that matters is who
you are now. Bloom where you are planted. Shine bright from the darkness.
Ms. Angel Mary Joseph
The whole world is going through a period of transition. As the pandemic hit the world, education
systems like every other sector, also have undergone a transformation. There is greater use of
technology, shifts in pedagogical practices and assessment systems, a need for collaborative learning
and reforms in curriculum designing. However, these changes often require teachers to be more
competent and resilient, which sometimes leave us at crossroads.
Rather than being chaotic, teachers at Christ find this as an opportunity for growth and positive
transformation. We believe that the most crucial goal of education is not achieving high academic grades but
developing quality of integrity and fairness, the habit of hard work and service and the ability to be resilient. Thus,
by emphasizing the overall development of our students, hand in hand with academic success, we help our
students to understand that “When everything is dark and you can't see the light remember some flowers do bloom
at night” – Ravi Shankar.
Mr. Manu C. Tomy

Parent’s Corner
The world was brought to a standstill owing to the pandemic. Though there was confusion and chaos
initially, now everybody has come in terms with the 'new normal' and continues to lead their lives.
Nature also teaches us to be resilient through the example of beautiful flowers that bloom during night.
Our lives can sometimes turn dark due to the problems that come up. Instead of worrying and
complaining about our situations, we must be able to face them with courage. We must look at our problems with
hope and confidence, and consider them as opportunities to improve ourselves. Humbling ourselves and being
ready to learn from our mistakes, can help us to be optimistic. Staying determined and resilient will definitely help
us to look at our lives with hope and be happy. It will help us to have a positive approach towards life and sail
through our problems with ease. Let us all try to be resilient and continue to bloom irrespective of our situations.
Mr. Georgekutty Thomas
Parent of Jusni Thomas, Std.XB
The outbreak of the COVID-19 virus has turned our world upside down. As the world is fighting
against the pandemic, more than 130 countries have closed schools nationwide, impacting nearly 80%
of students globally. This is an unprecedented scenario. It is normal to feel sad, worried, confused,
scared, or angry in a situation like this. But this is also the time to learn how to keep learning and stay
positive in times of uncertainty. Probably, many children are experiencing this feeling now. I would
like to advise you to remember that this situation is also a transient one.
From a learning perspective, there is no difference between learning effectively at school or at home. I
wish you all to study in an active way. Set a specific, clear, and achievable goal for each day. Take time each day to
stay in touch with your studies and give yourself space to ease into a new routine. You are lucky to be a student of
Christ school, which is best equipped with high-quality online education by using all the digital resources
available.
May God Almighty bless you all to bloom in this darkness.
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Mr. A. Kuriakose
Parent of Delvin Kuriakose, Grade.VII B

VACCINATION DRIVE
Considering the need of the hour and
reaching out to all the staff and their family
members Christ school under the able
leadership of our Principal Rev. Fr. Sebastian
Elanjickal, arranged a vaccination program on
th
5 of July. The program benefited more than
two hundred people which included the
employees and their family members. The
vaccination drive was conducted with the help
of BBMP.
Ms. Stella Joseph

CBSE WEBSITE LAUNCH
st

Christ CMI Public School took pride in launching its website on 1 of July 2021 by the name
https://www.christcbse.com and the official mail Id as chocbse@gmail.com . The new website which was
designed and developed by Christ CMI Public School was launched by our Principal Rev Fr Sebastian Elanjickal
CMI, and was made available for the beneficiaries of the CBSE section.
Ms. Stella Joseph

MIND + MEDITATION PROGRAMME
Christ School, under the guidance of our beloved
Principal, organizes different training programmes for
the teachers. One among many of such programmes was
that of “Mind+ or Mind positive training
programme”. It was conducted by Mr. George
Karunackal and Mr. Unikrishnan. It is a programme that
aims at the reprogramming our subconscious mind,
especially in transforming our negative thought pattern
to positive and effective thinking pattern. The program
which began on 15th of June 2021, was scheduled for 8 days with different topics such as: Mind = a piece of land,
Life is a pair of Opposites, Born to win, Timely Action, Help in need is help indeed, How to take control of mind
and finally Panacea.
All the above mentioned topics were imparted to us in an atmosphere of meditation and deep reflection.
Each theme for each day was filled with deep meaning. Reflecting and meditating on it would really bring
transformative effect on our daily functions of the day. Attending such sessions would bring each individual a
personal transformation. Nothing goes in vain if we are seriously into it, if not today or tomorrow, one day we will
harvest the fruit of the seed that we sow today. It can transform every individual who has the desire for it.
Mr. Balaswamy Gali
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BIRTHDAY OF REV. FR. PRINCIPAL
“Just like the lotus we too have the ability to rise from the mud, bloom
out of the darkness and radiate into the world.” So are our birth, as pure as an
angel and as fresh as a blooming flower.
th

On 12 July 2021, we celebrated birthday of
the brightest blooming flower of our school Rev. Fr.
Sebastian Elanjickal CMI, our Principal. We
celebrated his birthday in the presence of Fr. Martin
Vice principal Christ School State & CBSE,
coordinators and few members of the staff, while
others attended the birthday programme live through
the Teams app. We celebrated the birthday with
rhythms of music, floral felicitation, cake cutting,
birthday card and gifts. It was one of the most joyful
and memorable day we had during this pandemic
situation. Everyone wished that God continue to
shower his blessings on our Father Principal that he
may bloom even more brightly during this dark
times.
The non – teaching staff of Christ school also celebrated the Birthday of Rev. Fr. Principal. He was
felicitated by Rev. Fr. Martin Onasseri CMI and members of the non-teaching staff. The celebration was made
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special by cutting of the cake as the melody of the birthday song filled the ambience. The staff members expressed
their love and concern in their heart's languages. And they also recalled the various ways how Fr. Sebastian has
been a guiding light. He was honored with a shawl by Rev. Fr. Martin Onasseri CMI, a bouquet by Miss.
Susheelama, a card by Mr. Santhosh and a gift by Mr. Dalish. Rev. Fr. Principal addressed the gathering and
expressed his gratitude and appreciation for their token of love. As an expression of support, food kits were
distributed to all the non-teaching staff of the Christ School Family. The Birthday Celebration was concluded by
the vote of thanks rendered by Ms. Viji Tolly.
Ms. Nivedha. N

BIRTHDAY OF REV. FR. REJI KOODAPATTU CMI

On 24th June 2021, the non-teaching staff members Christ family gathered together to celebrate the
birthday of Rev. Fr. Reji Koodapatt, the Financial Administrator, a man of holiness and prayer. Fr. Reji,
celebrated his birthday amidst the warmth and love of the non – teaching fraternity. He was greeted with a
birthday song and greeting card. Fr. Reji expressed his happiness with his spiritual and sweetest expressions that
welled from the depth of his heart. The Celebration ended with the cake cutting, which Fr. Reji himself distributed
to all as a resemblance of his sweetness.
Mr. Maria Susai. P
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INITIATION OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2021 – ’22
To make the academic practices for the year 2021 – 22
more effective, we started the classes with an initiation
program, on Monday, 14th June 2021. The event began with a
small introduction about the present scenario and its effects on
education. Ms. Sherine James invoked God's presence through
a beautiful invocation song. Rev. Fr. Martin Onnasseri CMI,
our Vice Principal welcomed the elite gathering, following this,
we had Rev. Fr. Reji Koodapatt CMI, our Finance
Administrator, praying for everyone and blessed the gathering.
Ms. Roseline, Coordinator of CBSE Upper primary, introduced
the newly joined staff members to the Christ family. A few
general instructions were given by Mr. Thomas ST, The High
School Coordinator. Rev Fr Sebastian Elanjickal CMI, our beloved Principal delivered the inaugural address. The
event culminated with the vote of thanks by Ms. Angel Mary.
Ms. Suma Dinesh

INAUGURATION OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2021- ’22
This is the day the Lord has made; we will rejoice
and be glad in it. (Psalm 118:24)
After about two weeks of Teacher – Parent –
Student Personal interaction followed by the initiation,
the formal inauguration of the new academic year 20212022 was conducted on Thursday, 1st July 2021 on an
online platform by thanking God for helping us to make
it through the last academic year during the pandemic.
The inaugural function began with an invocation song by the school choir seeking the blessings of God the
Almighty. Ms. Roselin Castro Coordinator CBSE, delivered the welcome address. The most esteemed Chief
Guest of the day Rev. Dr. Paul Achandy CMI, Manager of Christ Group of Schools and Rector of Dharamaram
College, symbolically initiated the lighting of the lamp followed by Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI, Principal
of Christ State and CBSE, Rev. Fr. Martin Onasseril CMI, Vice Principal, Christ State and CBSE, Rev. Fr. Reji
Koodapatt CMI, Finance Administrator of Christ Group of Schools, fMr. S.T. Thomas Coordinator of State, Ms.
Roselin Castro Coordinator of CBSE, Ms. Jusni George and Master Kevin Joseph Student Representatives.
A prayer session was ushered to step into the new
academic year 2021-22, to acknowledge Gods
authority, sovereignty, power and blessing under this
unprecedented pandemic. Rev. Fr. Martin gave a
thought provoking reflection on the word of God, Rev.
Fr. Reji did the final blessing the and the prayer team
worshipped and praised God through bhajans and
intercessory prayers.
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Rev. Dr. Paul Achandy and Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elenjickal addressed the school and blessed the school
community. The inaugural function was concluded by the vote of thanks rendered by Jusni George of X B.
Ms. Mable Paul

BEGINNING OF CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Christ school is committed to the holistic
development of the individual. It has played a vital
role in forming the students down through the years.
The online classes just kept the students away from
co-curricular activities which were an integral part of
our educational system. Flying beyond the clouds and
finding alternative solutions, the school with the able
guidance Rev. Fr. Principal began the co-curricular
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activities from 13 July onwards. The different
activities included; Physical Education, Art & Craft,
Dance and Music. Further, the activity classes were
enhanced by the different Club activities that
commenced from 19th August 2021. There is an
overwhelming response from the part of the students
as well as the parents for breaking the boredom
caused by the pandemic.
Ms. Shabina Shaik

ONLINE WRITTEN TEST
“Work hard in silence; let success make the noise”
In order to evaluate the learning progress and make the students more competent, an Online Written Test
th
th
was conducted from 16 August 2021 to 19 August 2021. Examination, submission, evaluation and preparation
of the mark list of the answer script all were done using Microsoft Teams App. Most of the students performed well
in the Test.
Ms. Christie Noel
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INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION
“A nation's culture resides in the hearts and in
the soul of its people” - Mahatma Gandhi
The celebration of the 75th Independence Day
commenced on a beautiful note that “a nation's culture
resides in the hearts and in the soul of its people”.
Christ school had an hour long celebration, which held
our hearts filled with pride and love for the nation. The
celebration began with the reception to the Chief
Guest Rev Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal, (Principal, Christ
state & CBSE), and the dignitaries Rev Fr. Martin
Onassari, (Vice- Principal, Christ state & CBSE) and
Mr. Thomas S.T., High School Coordinator. The
tricolor flag was unfurled by Rev. Fr. Sebastian
Elanjickal (Principal, Christ State & CBSE) at 8. 30
AM and the resonance of the National Anthem
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reverberated in the vicinity and in every hearts. The
teachers and students presented their views through
speech in various languages in honour of our
motherland and sacrifices made by our great freedom
fighters. A beautiful rendition of students'
performance transcended the ambience. During the
celebration the NCC cadets, the scouts and guides
were awarded with certificates for their excellence and
service. Rev. Fr. Principal summarized the notion of
'freedom' a unique way and urged the students to
uphold the value of freedom struggle and the true spirit
of the Nation. Indeed, it was a day of elation and a
moment pride which instilled and rejuvenated in the
minds of Christites the love and reverence for the
nation.
Mr. Lucas

NCC REPORT
The NCC troop of Christ school has been
actively taking part in all the events that has been
conducted online. DG NCC Delhi conducted a digital
forum competition. As part of this competition,
cadets were asked to write articles based on different
topics like: motivation to join NCC, first day of NCC,
experiences with ANO, experiences during parades
etc. Through this, cadets got an opportunity to share
their experiences via digital forum. On account of
International Yoga Day, cadets practiced yoga and
uploaded the pictures.
As part of the 75 th Independence Day

celebration, DECATHOLON Sport's store organized
a running race, in which cadets recorded their 5 km
virtual run, spread awareness and upheld the unity of
our nation. Yet another event called Rashtragaan
participation, cadets sang the National Anthem and
became part of the great event. Our cadets also
participated and recorded their run in the Fit India
Freedom Run, organized in order to maintain good
health and to encourage family and friends. All the
cadets keep diligence in spending the time
productively and efficiently by taking part in all the
events, to improve their skills and knowledge.
Sergeant Jusni George, Std. X B
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COMMENSEMENT OF OFFLINE
CLASSES FOR STANDARD IX & X

As the education department has given the
permission to start offline classes for the students of
STD IX and X, Christ school commenced the offline
th
classes from 30 August 2021. There was an
overwhelming response from the part of the students
as well as parents. Students expressed their happiness
in being relieved of the restrictions of Online class.
Once again the corridors of the school filled with
laughter and vibrancy of the pupils. During the
st
orientation program on 31 August, addressing the

students Rev. Fr. Principal expressed his happiness
and welcomed all the students to their home away
from home. He also borrowed the words of Joseph
Campbell and said that a holy place is a place that you
love to visit again and again. And school is such a
Holy Place, the thirst for it never quenches. Making
everyone happy, turning the stumbling blocks to
stepping stones, committed to the betterment of the
students, the school is happy about this wonderful
coming back.
Mr. Adish Mathew
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An online Parent Teacher Interaction was conducted on 9 and 10 of August 2021 in Microsoft Teams App
by the class teachers. Individual meeting was conducted for all the students by making a video call through MS
Teams App. The meeting focused on the evaluation of each student on how they perform in online classes. Each
parent was asked to share their suggestions and their doubts and were clarified by the class teachers. Parents
appreciated the efforts taken by the management, Rev. Fr. Principal and the members of the staff for making the
online classes more effective. The fruitful moment enabled the teachers to know about their feedback.
Ms. Arockia Anisha
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ORIENTATION OF SSLC BATCH 2020 - ’21 AND EXAMINATION

On 10th July 2021, a prayer service for the outgoing SSLC Batch
(2020-2021) was organized in two sessions following the Covid-19
protocols. The sessions began with a prayer song by the school choir.
Teachers and students took part in the intercessory prayers and invoked
God's blessings. Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI, our Principal gave
an inspiring message to the students instilling in them the golden habits
extracted from the wisdom of our great and former president Dr. A.P. J.
Abdul Kalam. Rev. Fr. Martin Joseph CMI, our Vice Principal blessed
the students as they are preparing for their exams and future endeavors.
After the prayer service, Mr. Thomas S.T., High School Co-ordinator
gave instructions regarding the MCQ-based exam pattern and OMR
sheets. Student representatives reminisced their beautiful school years.
The Principal and the class teachers together distributed the hall tickets to
the students. The meeting concluded with sharing of the unforgettable
moments by the teachers and the students cherish them forever.
The SSLC Board Exams were held on 19th and 22nd July, 2021.
Out of 202 students who attended the exams, 71 got Distinction, 115 got
First Class, 14 got Second Class and 2 got Pass Class. By achieving
100% result, the students have made us all proud through their diligence
and commitment.
Ms. Cini Joseph
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FELICITATION OF THE SSLC TOPPERS 2020 - ’21

'Every exam in our life, makes us better or bitter, every difficulty makes or
breaks us, choice is ours, whether we become Victorious or Victim'.
It is always an honour for a student to represent one's School at the highest
levels. Success occurs when opportunity meets preparation. Out of the 202
students, the four students namely, Meghana. R. and Safa Iram shared the first
place with 98.24%, while Sherly Louie. S. secured second place with 97.92%
and the third place was held by Pranav M. Naragund with 97.44%, while, 46 of
them secured A+ and 45 of them A grade.
st

On 21 August 2021, the members of the Christ family gathered together to
felicitate and to thank Almighty God for the great harvest that he had bestowed on us. The celebration started with
an invocation song by the school choir. Mr. Venkatesh H. R. felicitated the students, congratulated them for their
hard work and reminded them the need to be consistent in life. Rev. Fr. Martin Onasseri CMI, felicitating the
students reminded them of the need to keep up the values and great culture of their Alma Mater. Rev. Sebastian
Elanjickal CMI, Rev. Fr. Martin Onasseri, Vice Principal and Rev. Fr. Reji Koodapatt, the Financial Administrator,
felicitated the Toppers with a sbouquet, certificate and gift and the students with distinction
were honored with certificates.
In his address, Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI, congratulated all the
students who are the torch bearers of Christ School and appreciated them for
challenging the situations and raising beyond the clouds of difficulties and
coming out with flying colours. The representatives of the students expressed
their deep gratitude and love that they have for their Alma Mater. Ms. Jeny
Annie Roonie rendered vote of thanks and with a grand refreshment the program
came to a closure.
Mr. Babu Joseph
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SSLC TOPPERS 2020 - ’21

SAFA IRAM
614
98.24%

SPURTHI REDDY P
602
96.32%

RISHU KUMAR B S
586
93.76%

MEGHANA R
614
98.24%

SHERLY LOUIES S
612
97.92%

DARSHAN KOPOORI SHRUTHAKEERTHI YOGESH GOWDA
596
597
95.36%
95.52%

DAWOOD AHMED M
585
93.60%

NAVYAA M
584
93.44%

PRANAV M NARAGUND
609
97.44%

SACHIN YADAV
594
95.04%

JENNIFER ANNIE JOSEPH
583
93.28%

BHAVINI S
607
97.12%

SHARON JOHNSON
593
94.88%

SONA SHAJU
579
92.64%

CYRIL PRAJWAL D
606
96.96%

SUHAS G
591
94.56%

LAYA THOMAS
579
92.64%

SURYA VAMSHI S
604
96.64%

POORVIKA R
590
94.40%

NIKHIL S BIRADAR
604
96.64%

MOHAMED HANNAN
587
93.92%

RANIA ANAM
571
91.36%

AMAN PENDARI
564
90.24%

TEJASWINI GOWDA B G
557
89.12%

RAJ GOUTHAM S
548
87.68%

BANUPRIYA R
575
92.00%

NITHYA T N
570
91.20%

DEVESH T
562
89.92%

YUDHARSHAN A
557
89.12%

SHRESHTA P
546
87.36%

AALIYA ZAINAB
574
91.84%

ZAINAB RAZACK
570
91.20%

VIJAY KRISHNA S
562
89.92%

MOHAMMED ADNAN
557
89.12%

DHAKSHAYANI R
544
87.04%

DANIA V
574
91.84%

BHUVAN K
570
91.20%

AKSHAYA S
561
89.76%

MEENA S
556
88.96%

DEEPAK KUMARAN M
543
86.88%

PAVAN A N
574
91.84%

HARSHA Y
569
91.04%

MANYA J P
561
89.76%

PRAJWAL RAJ M
554
88.64%

GOWTHAM R
535
85.60%

NEERAJ S SETTY
572
91.52%

HRIDHYA K PEPPACHAN
567
90.72%

TUSHAR S
560
89.60%

ANTONY AKHIL GEORGE
554
88.64%

DEEPAK R B
534
85.44%

NEHA SUSAN ANTONY
587
93.92%

ABDUL MUIZZ
578
92.48%
IVIN K S
578
92.48%

GOKUL M P
575
92.00%

DEEKSHA B
603
96.48%

SANDRA V J
572
91.52%

MOHAMMED ABDULA
567
90.72%

PAVANI M B
559
89.44%

CHETHAN B S
554
88.64%

PRANEETH IRAPANNA NAIK
534
85.44%

ANJU SHREYA P
572
91.52%

SUDHANSHU SREEDHARA BELAVARTHY
566
90.56%

VISHWAS REDDY B R
558
89.28%

ABHISHEK ARYA T U
553
88.48%

SHRAVANI H REDDY
578
92.48%

ROSE MARY SHAJIMON
572
91.52%

GAYANA N A
565
90.40%

KAADAMBINI M S
557
89.12%

PALLAVI S GOWDA
552
88.32%

DISHA S
533
85.28%

The stars of SSLC Examination 2021 with distinction.
Hearty congratulations for your extra ordinary performance and commitment in studies.
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ONAM CELEBRATION
Preserving the cultural and ethnic identity of Kerala,
st
the festival of Onam was celebrated on 21 August
2021. Onam gives us the message of unity,
generosity and truthfulness. It is an occasion
to remember the golden age of the
benevolent King Mahabali and a day that
gives us the opportunity to recreate those
days of prosperity and unity.
Unlike every year, the Onam
celebration was celebrated virtually. The program began with the introduction and the prayer song. Onam skit was
enacted by the teachers and students which emphasized the importance of Onam, followed by the Onam song. A
graceful Thiruvathira (traditional dance) was performed by the teachers. A joyful video that showcased the
essence of Onam was played. In the thought provoking
Onam message Rev. Fr. Principal wished joy
and good health to everyone. His
message focused on eliminating all
religious disparities and to
propagate harmony in the society.
The program ended with a vote of
thanks.
Ms. Bincy C. B.

TRAINING FOR TEACHERS ON MS TEAMS

An IT cell discussion was conducted by Father
Principal with all the computer faculty on 29 August
2021, to improve the quality in using the MS Teams
application. As a result, a week long training from 05
to12 and 12 July 2021 was conducted for teachers in
MS teams for both state and CBSE by our Principal,
Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI. The Training was
conducted by dividing the entire staff into 6 groups.
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Each group was led by one computer teacher along
with a coordinator. Each day, the meeting started with
a prayer song and an introduction rendered by the team
members. The in charge teachers trained the teachers
in different areas such as general instructions on the
use of MS Teams, Online etiquettes, the different
usages of the application, Conducting breakout
rooms, PLC Note book and a hands on experience on
edisaap. A day was set apart for practice and
clarification of doubts. The training enhanced the
confidence and efficiency of the teachers and every
one expressed their profound gratitude towards Fr.
Principal and the teachers for providing the wonderful
opportunity.
Ms. Minu

STAFF ORIENTATION PROGRAMME – 'THE NEW- NORMAL EDUCATOR'
The sessions were very interactive and the topics
covered had very good impact on our professional as
well as personal areas. The topics such as, Positive
Affirmations, The Paradigm Shift, Outside In and
Inside Out, Different Teaching styles, Habits of
Excellence, Self-Analysis Test
In the beginning of this academic year, an
online orientation session was conducted in two
batches. In the first batch, the orientation programme
for the CBSE staff was held on 2nd, 3rd & 4th June 2021
and in the second batch, the orientation programme
was conducted for the State School Staff on 9th, 10th
and 11th of June 2021 from 2.30 p.m.to 3.30 p.m. The
theme of the orientation programme 'The NewNormal Educator' was very apt for the current
situation. Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI our
beloved principal graced the sessions with his
presence and valuable suggestions to have such a
fruitful opportunity. The sessions were led by efficient
trainers, Mr. George Karunackal, Master Practitioner
in NLP & Hypnotherapy, Trainer in Law of Attraction,
Trainer of Trainers in HRD Skills and Mr.
Unnikrishnan Balakrishnan, Life Coach, Mind-Power
Researcher & Trainer, Self-Empowerment Facilitator,
Trainer in NLP & Law of Attraction.

(Professional/Personal) etc. were very helpful in
understanding oneself better and also to understand
our students better. The training concluded with an
inspiring talk by our Principal Rev. Fr. Sebastian
Elanjickal CMI. This training helped the teachers to
understand their limitations and find solutions for the
same in the new normal situation with vigor and
enthusiasm. The training was indeed very fruitful. On
the whole it was a wonderful experience.
Ms. Roselin Castro R. G (CBSE) &
Ms. Arunpriya Lal (STATE)

TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR NEWLY APPOINTED TEACHERS

A Training programme was organized for the
th
th
newly appointed teachers on 4 and 5 of June, 2021.
The purpose of the program was to improve the quality
and modality of the teaching process in their online
classes using MS Teams. Almost 14 teachers
participated in the session. Ms. Paramita Das led the

training session. She guided the newly appointed
teachers in their handling of MS Teams, focusing on
how to schedule the class, joining the meeting,
meeting etiquettes, uploading class notes, scheduling
assignment, homework and quiz. The interactive
session has given the teachers the platform for
presenting queries and clearing their doubts. Teachers
shared their screen and could make hands on
experience and thereby, earned confidence. It was
indeed an adequate preparation for the newly
appointed teachers, to start their online classes on MS
Teams platform with ease and confidence.
Ms. Paramita Das
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STAFF MEETINGS REPORTS:
28th MAY - 2021
spoke about the number of classes per day, the timing
of the online classes, the date of inauguration of the
Academic Year 2021-2022, commencement of online
classes, timetable etc.

The first Virtual staff meeting of the academic
th
year 2021-22 was held on 28 May 2021. Ms Nivedha
led us through the program. The meeting began with
an invocation song by Mr. Mithun. Ms Nazia Banu
welcomed the gathering and the previous staff
meeting report was read by Ms. Angel Mary Joseph.
Ms. Roseline Castro, Coordinator of CBSE Upper
Primary, welcomed the newly appointed staff
members of the year. There was a brief selfintroduction from all the new teachers. Mr. Thomas S.
T. Coordinator of High School section briefed the staff
on the action plan for the academic year 2021-22. He

Rev Fr. Sebastian, our Principal motivated all
the staff members through his inspirational words of
wisdom and insisted us to transform the online classes
into a best possible platform for teaching learning
process, so that we could bring out the best in our
students. He congratulated all the Covid19 warriors
who fought covid-19 and returned safe and sound. He
also praised the Coordinators and the time table
committee for the timely completion of the work.
Fr. Principal motivated all by reminding that it
is a new beginning, which has to be handled with
utmost responsibility and care. Ms. Smitha rendered
the Vote of thanks which marked the end of the
meeting.
Ms. Angel Mary Joseph

8th JUNE - 2021
The virtual staff meeting for the academic
year 2021-22 was held on 8th June 2021. Ms. Jancy
welcomed the gathering and Ms. Suma presented the
minutes of previous staff meeting. Following this, Mr.
Thomas S.T, The High School Coordinator, made the
staff familiarized with the general guidelines to make
the virtual class more effective. Rev.Fr. Sebastian,
Principal, Christ State and CBSE schools, addressed
the gathering and congratulated all the staff members
for great effort in making the annual day a great
success. Father Principal pointed out that periodical
meetings of coordinators and departments are
required. During the meeting, teachers were given
brief instructions regarding virtual classes and state
board teachers were reminded about the three days
orientation class. Father announced the special duties,
18

coordinators and class teachers for the academic year
and also mentioned that we should always be ready to
accept the change. Finally, he wished the teachers the
best and urged them to be confident. Ms. Lincy K. J.
proposed the vote of thanks and the meeting came to
an end.
Ms. Rashina A.T

12th JUNE - 2021

rd

th

The 3 virtual staff meeting was held on 12
June, 2021. The meeting began with an introduction
by Mr. Vinoth M and was followed by invocation song
by Ms. Angel Mary. Ms. Violet welcomed the
gathering and Ms. Rashina read the previous staff
meeting report. The day was reserved to discuss about
the various plans for the academic year 2021-22. Mr.
Thomas ST High School Coordinator mentioned all
the important events of the new academic year. He
briefed about the monthly program of work, the
reopening of school after vacation and the new

timetable. As the current situation is not safe for
offline classes, Christ School has planned to start the
academic year in the online platform with Microsoft
Teams application. Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI
addressed the gathering and guided the teachers to
empower the students, who are going to be the future
leaders of our country. He asked the teachers to follow
all the protocols of online classroom and make the
classes lively and effective. He also stressed the value
of teachers and their role in the society. Teachers have
to colour (beautifully) the canvas (students), which
were given to them and make a better portrait (future
of students). Teachers were empowered with lot of
ideas about the new academic year and were excited to
meet the students. The meeting came to an end with
the vote of thanks by Ms. Celeenama.
Mr. Vinoth. M

16th JUNE - 2021
The fourth virtual staff meeting was held on
16th June. Ms Jeena welcomed the gathering and Mr.
Vinoth presented the minutes of the previous staff
meeting. Following this, all the class teachers shared
the concerns and suggestions of the parents during
their first three days of Online Classes. Rev Fr.
Sebastian, Principal, addressed the gathering and
carefully analyzed all the concerns and suggestions
from each class. Father Principal gave necessary
instructions regarding the online classes and reminded
that teacher has a key role in making it success. Father
Principal added that change is inevitable for
improvement and the flaws made during the previous

year have to be corrected. Now it is the time for us to
change and plan wisely for coming years. Father
Principal concluded, telling that all his plans are to
empower the teachers and wished them to be great
teachers. Meeting ended with a vote of thanks by
Ms.Rashina.
Ms. Nimmy Abhilash

25th JUNE - 2021

The fifth virtual staff meeting was held on 25th
June 2021. Ms. Celeenamma, introduced the

gathering and led us through the programme. Ms.
Haidy John invoked the presence of God through the
prayer song. Ms. Rashina welcomed the gathering
with warm words and Ms. Violet read the previous
staff meeting report. All the teachers were asked to
share their one-week experiences of the bridge course.
The teacher's feedback revealed that the bridge course
helped all teachers in making the class interactive and
interesting. Everyone thanked Fr. Principal for giving
such an opportunity.
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Rev. Fr. Principal, then addressed the gathering.
Some of the key points that Fr. Principal stressed on
were: 'Teachers need to help students to believe that
they can achieve', 'The ultimate aim of teachers is to
ensure that students willingly attend the classes, rather
than compulsion', 'Teachers should only use laptop for
teaching', 'Teachers have to ensure that their network
connectivity is good always and have a backup for
uninterrupted classes', 'Teachers have to ensure and
reiterate the students to sit in proper posture and wear
formal/decent dress or school uniforms during online

classes', 'Quality of our school is depending on every
teacher', 'Counsellors have to take classes on selfesteem, self-discipline and time management for
students'. He advised the teachers to attend the
meditation programme to improve self-development
th
th
th
and to concertize the 8 , 9 and 10 students about the
benefits of Vedic IAS Academy. Finally, Fr Principal
thanked and congratulated teachers for the active
participation in the classes and meeting. The meeting
ended with a vote of thanks given by Ms. Lincy K J.
Ms. Jeena Jacob Mathew

16th JULY - 2021

The sixth virtual staff meeting for the
th
academic year 2021-22 was held on 16 July 2021.
Ms. Savitha welcomed the gathering and Ms. Nimmy
Abhilash presented the minutes of previous staff
meeting. Followed by this, the Coordinators and
Computer Faculties shared their experiences in the
training sessions and Ms. Christie Noel, Coordinator,
Examination Committee made us acquainted with the
pattern for upcoming formative and Summative
Assessments. Mr. Thomas. S.T, High School
Coordinator, congratulated all the teachers for their

continuous effort and hard work for conducting
Online Classes effectively. He said that the dress code
and late entry of the students should be noticed and
take necessary steps accordingly. Father Principal
addressed the gathering and explained the following
points as the objectives of the training session:
Updating, Personal growth, Adaptation to the new
situation, to grow from good to great and Perfection in
technology
Father Principal also said our personal style
should not interfere with the common pattern. The
work sheets should be more informative and useful for
the students. It helps to revise the topic and gives more
information to the teachers. He thanked various
committees for making this meeting a success. Finally,
Ms. Savitha Asha wished the teachers who celebrated
their birthday in the month of June. The meeting came
to an end with the vote of thanks by Ms. Jeena.
Mr. Rashina A.T

23rd JULY - 2021
The 7th virtual staff meeting was held on 23rd
July 2021. Mr. Vinoth led the staff through the
meeting. Ms. Rashina welcomed the gathering. Ms.
Jeena Jacob Mathew presented the minutes of the
previous staff meeting. The main agenda of the
meeting was to evaluate the progress of the academic
and co-curricular activities held in the past week. All
the teachers in charge of the co- curricular activities
shared their views and the different methods used in
conducting the activities. Rev. Fr. Sebastian

Elanjickal, our Principal, congratulated teachers and
quoted “Listening is a great part of learning.”

Ms. Christie Noel briefed about the upcoming
Formative Assessment – 1. She also mentioned about
the parent teacher interaction that will be held before
the commencement of the exams. Ms. Reena
explained about the 'Dreams Project' which will
empower and improve the leadership qualities in

students. It is a psychological growth and
development programme. Fr. Principal insisted to
select students from class 6 to the programme. The
meeting concluded with the vote of thanks rendered by
Ms. Celine.
Ms. Violet Pais

31st JULY - 2021
th

The 8 virtual staff meeting of the academic
year 2021-22 was held on 31st July, 2021. Ms. Savitha
welcomed the gathering and Ms. Mahimai Mary
presented the minutes of the previous staff meeting.
The meeting started with an invocation song by Mr.
Mithun Panikkar. Mr. Thomas S T, Coordinator, High
School, presented the evaluation report on homework
and worksheet. Later, the club in charge teachers
briefed about the various club activities for the
academic year 2021-22. Ms. Christie Noel, Head of
the examination Committee, made us acquainted with
a few guidelines for the smooth conduct of the
upcoming Online Written Test.
Rev. Father Sebastian Elanjikkal, Principal,
Christ State and CBSE Schools, addressed the
gathering and instructed the teachers to assign the
homework and worksheets according to the timetable

given by the respective class teachers. Father
Principal insisted that the motto of the club activities
should be “Learning by doing” and students should be
given more chances to exhibit their talents and ideas.
He also suggested a few ways to make club activities
more effective and fruitful. Finally, Ms. Annie P
Augustin wished the birthday celebrants and Mr.
Adish Mathew rendered the vote of thanks which
marked the end of the meeting.
Ms. Celeenamma

13th AUGUST- 2021
Ms. Arun Priya Lal, Coordinator, Middle
School briefed about co-curricular activities and Mr.
Thomas S T, Coordinator, High school evaluated the
effectiveness of academic activities.
Rev. Father Sebastian Elanjickal, our
Principal addressed the gathering and congratulated
all the students for the best result in SSLC
Examination.
A virtual staff meeting for the academic year
2021-2022 was held on 13-08-2021. Ms. Lincy K J
welcomed the gathering and Ms. Rashina A.T. read
the minutes of the previous staff meeting.
The Section Coordinators presented the evaluation
report of Parent-Teacher Interaction held on 9th and
10th August, 2021. Followed by Computer faculty
members sharing their experiences during MS Teams
training sessions, which was organized for teachers to
conduct upcoming Online Written Examination.

He appreciated the dedication and hard work
of the teachers behind this success. He reminded the
teachers about the meaning and aim of uploading
worksheets and insisted them to assign worksheets
during class hours itself. He urged to take effort for the
personal improvement and asked the teachers to
evaluate themselves about the effectiveness of their
teaching. Ms. Nimmy Abhilash proposed the vote of
thanks which marked the end of the staff meeting.
Ms. Rashina A.T
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NON -TEACHING STAFF MEETING REPORT
th

A non-teaching staff meeting was conducted on 26 June 2021 in the school auditorium in the presence
of the Principal Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI, along with Finance Administrator Rev. Fr. Reji Koodapatt
CMI.
The meeting started with a prayer song invoking God's blessings. Thereafter, Fr. Sebastian addressed the
staff by appreciating them for their efforts to work amidst the lockdown.
Fr. Principal set forth guidelines and instructions for the mode of working and at the same time advised all
the staffs to make efforts and have the willingness to do all kinds of jobs with an aim to have an exposure in various
areas rather than being confined to a specific job.
Each staff member was given an opportunity to express their suggestions and challenges they face. With
the guidance of Rev. Fr. Principal, all the staff members were able to come to the realization of effective executing
of their responsibilities and duties entrusted to them and were motivated to thrive towards excellence.
Ms. Anu Sarah Kurian

SUBJECT TEACHERS' MEETING
Subject (Math, Science, Social Science, EVS,
Computer Science) Teachers’ Meeting
An online meeting was conducted for the
subject teachers on Saturday, June 5, 2021. The
event began with a hymn by Ms. Jessy invoking
God’s presence amidst us. Mr. Thomas ST, the high
school coordinator led us through the meeting. The
main objective of the meeting was to discuss the
ways and means to improve the online teaching
learning process.
HOD’s of various departments mentioned the strategies that were used in teaching and assessing students and the
areas of improvement for this academic year. Interesting and innovative ideas were shared and discussed among
the teachers.
The concerns that were faced during the previous academic year and scope of improving in those areas
were also discussed among the staff members.
Father addressed the gathering with the below mentioned points:
• MS Teams is the only platform that the school will be using for all purposes;
• Parents meet should be held at the beginning of the academic year;
• Subject teachers can also join the Parent Teacher Interaction of a particular class that they handle;
• Effective use of worksheets and workbooks;
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•
•
•
•

Every teacher has to prepare well in advance for the classes;
Periodic and progressive assessments have to be done;
All teachers are expected to have a laptop or a desktop;
Teachers should insist students to have a decent profile picture and to switch on their videos during all the
classes;
• Father also spoke about the modest dress code for teachers;
• The use of English is the primary language to communication within the campus;
• While PTM’s are conducted, teachers can take feedback from parents and students.
Ms. Suma V

Creative Corner
TO BE A LAMP
Human beings need daylight and yet
paradoxically they cannot survive
without the night. The word 'darkness' is
associated with emptiness, ignorance and evil. But
without darkness we would never be able to see the
stars. Currently the whole world is going through a
kind of darkness – The Covid -19 Pandemic.
Our government had imposed lockdown.
Everything was shut down including the schools. The
four walls of home became our world and work space.
It was difficult to adjust. Slowly I realized I had got
more free time during the days of lockdown and I
worked on my hobbies – Dancing and Singing. This
helped me to polish my creativity. Being at home all

day I saw how hard my mother works and I began
helping her in small household jobs. I learnt how to
keep my home clean and tidy. I was able to spend a lot
of time with my grandmother too which I longed for.
We played games together and I cheered her up.
Talking to her I learnt a few things about her life and
how she had dealt with troubles. Yes, I missed school
and my friends but in these dark days I was able to
light a small lamp of my own. It has changed me for
the better. “Blooming in Darkness” has the sense that
we are here to seek to be fruitful wherever we are.
Sometimes, we may find ourselves in a place or time
where we may not like to be. But the true test is,
whether we bloom or wilt in these difficult situations.
Shriya V. Kumar , Std.VIII E

SHINE YOUR LIGHT LET THE WORLD SEE
“Blooming in darkness” just reminds us
of the darkness which covered the whole
world for the last 2 years, the darkness
which is called as Covid-19.
The first Covid-19 case in India was reported
th
from Kerala on January 27 , 2020. Covid-19 started
spreading quickly and the first lockdown in India was
announced from 25th March 2020 for 21 days followed
by Phase 2, Phase 3 and we are still fighting against
the virus. India, though a developing country,
managed the situation in a better way in comparison to
the few developed countries. How did we bloom in

this darkness? One of the ways that we would bloom is
through online flat form. A big thanks to the
technology which helped us continue our education
through online classes, online medical consultation,
online shopping etc.
Though the future looked a little dark and
scary in the month of March 2020, most of us and most
of the industries didn't give up and started learning to
bloom from this darkness. Positive thinking and
staying strong is the only way to Bloom in this
darkness.
Siddhanth Rakshith, Grade VII B
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DRAWING AND PAINTING COMPETITION
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“Conservation means the wise use of the earth
and its resources for the lasting good of mankind”–
Gifford Pinchot
The condition of our environment is
continuously deteriorating, which is a major concern
now-a-days. In such a situation, it's important to raise
awareness about the issue. And world nature
conservation day aims to do the same. On the
occasion of World Nature Conservation Day, an
Online painting and drawing competition was
conducted under the supervision of class teachers
th
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from 12 to 21 July 2021 in order to create awareness
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among the students about the environmental issues.
Students from Std. 1 to 10 & grade 1 to 7 from both
State & CBSE took part in the competition and created
their masterpieces to illustrate the message of the
theme “Plant the seed”, wherein the students applied
the theme as a means to combat the effects of
deforestation and habitat security of wildlife. On 28th
July 2021, the results were announced on the official
website of Christ school. The Christ School Family
extending its social commitment, always try hard to
achieve this goal and make it a part of our lives not just
th
for 28 July, but for all the remaining days to come.
Ms. Nazia Banu. S
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Our Young Artists

ALEENA MARCEL, STD. 5A

CHANDAN R , GRADE. 5C

DIYA VIVEK RAJU, GRADE. 2C

KONNA R SHIVA, GRADE 1F

DHARSHINI, STD. 7B

ZAINAB JAWAID, GRADE. 6B

MOHAMMED SAAD PASHA, STD. 2A

NANDEESH KUMAR, STD. 7C

ZUHAIR AHMED, GRADE 2F

AARSHIYA BHUNIA, GRADE.1C

RASHMITHA, GRADE. 1D

NISHA P, STD. 2A

JEEVA MARY, STD. 4B
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“For to be free is not merely to cast off one's chains,
but to live in a way that respects and enhances the freedom of others.”
-Nelson Mandela.
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